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IN THE DEEP END

These animals have been around for 450 million years, they have the
ability to tap into a sixth sense, there are around 500 different species,
and they can be as small as goldfish and grow to an enormous 40-feet
in length. They’re fine of the most fascinating creatures int he world but
also the most misunderstood. 

A few years ago, I travelled to the Galapagos Islands to get my diving
certification. It was such an eye opening experience to underwater in
one of the most pristine marine ecosystems in the world and be totally
surrounded by sharks.

Diving with sharks may sound like a death wish to some, but it is a truly
humbling experience and one that I whole-heartedly recommend. 

This guide includes my top five recommendations on where to jump in
the water and see these incredible animals up close (but not too close).

   – Yvonne Campbell



BIMINI 
In the balmy , turquoise waters of the Caribbean Sea , a tiny island

belonging to The Bahamas sits among some of the most stunning reef

systems in the world . If you ’re familiar with Hemmingway , you ’ve

probably  already heard of Bimini , but diving enthusiasts will tell you

the island is famous for one thing and one thing only : sharks .

The Bahamas is officially a shark

safe-haven – it ’s illegal to catch

and kill them here . Harsh penalties

apply for those who break the

rules . Luckily , most people who

come to The Bahamas do so with

good intentions .

Bimini has its very own shark

research centre called Bimini

Biological Field Station – more

commonly referred to as SharkLab .

The island ’s surrounding waters

are teeming with marine life ,

including tiger sharks , nurse

sharks , lemon sharks , blacktips ,

bull sharks and even

hammerheads (depending on the

season). The abundance of sharks

and other marine animals in the

area means there ’s never a bad

time to visit .  

THE BAHAMAS 

Even the weather in The Bahamas

is temperate year round , and its

location right on the cusp of the

hurricane belt means it rarely gets

hit by serious tropical storms .

For an epic scuba diving trip off

Bimini , Neal Watson is the

company to go for . They offer

various types of dives depending

on your experience level and the

time of year . The Reef Shark Safari

is available all year round and

takes place at Triangle Rocks in

North Bimini . You ’ll encounter

Caribbean Reef Sharks (with the

occasional visit from a Blackness

Shark), all in a controlled

environment with experts on hand

to ensure everything runs

smoothly . You can choose to

scuba dive or snorkel .



Another great pick is the Great

Hammerhead Safari which takes

place from December to April . You ’ll

jump aboard a boat and cruise out to

the dive spot , get your gear on and

enjoy a safety demo , then the real fun

begins . You ’ll be surrounded by

dozens of impressive Hammerheads

as they circle around . 

The dive takes place in 20 feet of

water so your tank will last a long

time . Keep in mind though , it ’s rather

chilly down there during

Hammerhead season so you ’ll need a

5mm wetsuit , hood and gloves to

keep you comfortable .

BIMINI 
THE BAHAMAS 

If you ’re not a diver , you can still jump

in the water with these incredible

animals on a snorkelling trip . And if

you ’d rather stay in the shallows ,

there are a handful of bays around

the island where juvenile lemon and

nurse sharks cruise about . Otherwise ,

head to Sharklab and learn about

them from the experts .

Find out more about 

Neal Watson Dive Centre
www .biminiscubacenter .com

Bimini is a small island located in the Bahamas .  English is the official

language and the currency is the Bahamian Dollar (however , US

currency is 100% interchangeable) .

You can get to Bimini by seaplane with Tropic Airways . They offer daily

round-trip flights from Fort Lauderdale and Miami . Alternatively , you

can take the high-speed FRS Caribbean Ferry that departs Miami ,

crosses the Gulf Stream and lands in Bimini in just 2 hours . This is by far

the cheapest option . A not-so-cheap but super luxurious option  is to

rent your own private vessel and clear customs and immigration in

Bimini , an official port of entry . 

NEED TO KNOW



ISLA MUJERES

For around three months of the year , the tranquil patch of sea just off

the coast of Cancun becomes a feeding ground for two of the ocean ’s

most majestic creatures : Manta Rays and the beloved Whale Sharks . The

oceanic currents flowing from the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico

push enormous amounts of plankton into this area , meaning you ’re in

with a great chance to see these beautiful creatures in their natural

habitat .

Isla Mujeres is the ideal spot to

swim with the world ’s largest fish .

It ’s roughly 13-kilometres from the

coast of Cancun and can be

reached by ferry for as little as $5

USD . The best time to visit the

island if you ’re keen to swim with

whale sharks is during the summer

months of June to mid-September .

This is when the whale sharks

make their way up to the Yucatan

Peninsula to feed in the warm

waters . 

MEXICO

Swimming with these gentle

giants is a highly-regulated

activity . In order to keep them safe

and unencumbered by tourist

activity , scuba diving is not

permitted in the designated

feeding area . There are a number

of other regulations including

remaining more than 2 metres

from the sharks at all times , using

biodegradable sunscreen , not

using flash photography and

wearing a life jacket .



A great local diving company to

check out is Cancun Xtreme . Their

boat , a spacious sports yacht called

Grampus , is decked out with all the

gear you need for an epic whale shark

encounter . The crew are all extremely

knowledgeable (many are marine

biologists and researchers) with

plenty of diving and snorkelling

experience . 

ISLA MUJERES
MEXICO

Only once you jump in the water will

you truly realise how massive these

animals are . Whale sharks are known

to reach up to 40ft in length ! Each

one has their own unique set of spots

and stripes , and a lifespan of up to 70

years . This will be a bucket list

experience you ’ll never forget .

Find out more about 

Cancun Xtreme 
www .cancunxtremetrip .com

Isla Mujeres is a tiny island off the coast of Cancun in Mexico . The

official currency is the Mexican Peso , although US Dollars are widely

accepted .  Spanish and Englisha re both spoken fluently in most tourist

areas . 

The most common way to get to the island is by Ferry . You can take the

Ultramar Ferry from Puerto Juarez , which has departures every half-

hour (300 pesos RT) and the journey across the bay takes 20 minutes .

You can also rent a private boat to take you across to the island or

organise a transfer through your hotel .  

NEED TO KNOW



BEQA LAGOON

It has been named “The Best Shark Dive in the World ,” and while that ’s a

pretty big call , it just might be well deserved . Beqa Lagoon off the main

island of Viti Levu in Fiji is a haven for sealife , particularly sharks . But not

just any one kind of shark . Take a dive in these tranquil waters and you

could be surrounded by eight species of shark at any given time . Tiger ,

bull and sicklefin lemon sharks are just a few you might encounter .

The wider area of Pacific Harbour

is a protected marine reserve and

thus a popular feeding ground for

sharks . In order to dive in these

waters , visitors must pay a fee

which is then distributed amongst

the local village in exchange for

them not using the area for fishing

or boating . This nifty arrangement

has allowed the sealife to thrive

and replenish their colonies after

shark numbers dropped

dangerously low due to

overfishing . 

The result today is a virtually

pristine diving zone where shark-

FIJI

lovers can get up close with these

fascinating creatures . 

Beqa Adventure Divers is a local

company who cares just as much

about conservation as they do

about you having a fantastic time .

They are involved in ongoing

research projects with an

international team of scientists to

better understand the bull shark

population of Fiji ’s designated

Shark Reef Marine Reserve . They

also conduct regular surveys and

fish counts to ensure the health

and longevity of the reef and all its

inhabitants .



Beqa Lagoon is more than just sharks ,

however . It ’s also known as the soft

coral capital of the world . Whether

you choose to dive or snorkel , you ’ll

get the chance to glide over Fiji ’s

spectacular underwater reef

landscapes , covered in stunning coral

forests . It ’s truly otherworldly down

there with thousands of fish darting

in and out of rocks and sea crops .

Keep an eye out for mysterious

shipwrecks too . 

BEQA LAGOON
FIJI

It ’s true , Beqa Lagoon is high up on

many diver ’s bucket lists , drawing

large crowds year round to

experience the phenomenon . But that

doesn ’t mean you ’ll be swimming on

top of one another . The lagoon has

more than 50 world-class diving spots

so visitors can spread out and fully

immerse in the underwater spectacle .

There are dozens of tour operators

who organise trips out to the reef .

Visit www .tourismfiji .com to learn

more .

Beqa Lagoon lies in Pacific Harbour on the Fijian island of Viti Levu . The

official currency is the Fijian Dollar and the official languages are Fijian ,

English and Fijian Hindi . 

All international flights into Fiji arrive at Nadi Airport on the West coast

of Fiji 's main island of Viti Levu . Buses , taxis and private transfers  are

available to take you to Pacific Harbour where you can then jump on a

local boat to reachBeqa Lagoo . The most hassle-free way to organise a

dive is to book it through your hotel and be picked up right from your

door step .  

NEED TO KNOW



GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
When people think of the Galapagos Islands , they generally associate the

region with the famous (and HUGE) turtle of the same name . Of course ,

these fascinating animals are a big drawcard , but they ’re just one of the

incredible species of marine animal that thrives in these gorgeous

Ecuadorian waters .

Located in the Pacific Ocean off

the coast of Ecuador , this string of

islands is home to myriad species

you won ’t find in such abundance

anywhere else on the planet . 

Whale sharks , Manta rays and even

marine iguanas are among them ,

but for many scuba divers , it ’s the

scalloped hammerheads ,

Galapagos sharks and whitetips

that really steal the show .

ECUADOR

When you set out to explore the

underwater offerings of the

Galapagos , you generally have two

options : live aboard and land-

based . The former involves

sleeping on a boat for the duration

of your expedition , visiting remote

islands and lesser-known diving

spots . The latter is better for those

who are just dipping their toe in

the deep end and only need a day

trip to satisfy their curiosity .



For a longer jaunt , Galapagos Shark

Diving offers a selection of itineraries

that explore the best sports of the

region while simultaneously

supporting conservation and research

efforts . You ’ll learn all about the

‘Galapagos Whale Shark Project ’

through presentations and expert

talks with the onboard team , as well

as receive photography and

videography tips from the

professional divers in the crew . 

The 8-day Galapagos Dive Adventure

is one of the most comprehensive

itineraries on offer with up to four

dives per day . You ’ll even get to visit

the remote islands of Darwin and

Wolf , renowned as some of the best

live spots in the world . The boat itself

is spacious and modern with eight

en-suite cabins , multiple deck areas

to relax on and even a bar onboard .

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
ECUADOR

For a great day trip , check out

Albatros Tours , based out of Santa

Cruz . They offer multiple half- and

full-day trips around the Galapagos .

You can snorkel , scuba dive or free

dive . You ’ll also enjoy a hearty lunch ,

snacks and drinks included , as well as

all the equipment you ’ll need from an

awesome day in the water .

Once you ’ve reached your shark

quota , you might want to focus your

attention on the 400 species of fish

(17% of which can only be found in

the Galapagos), the world ’s only

swimming lizards , or the thriving

colonies of seals and sea lions . Minke ,

Pilot and Blue whales are also in

abundance during migration season .

The Galapagos Islands area situated in the Pacific Ocean some 1 ,000 km

from the Ecuadorian coast . The official currency is the  US Dollar and

the official language is Spanish .

To get to the Galapagos Islands , you must first get to mainland Ecuador

by flying into either the capital city of Quito or Guayaquil . Then , you can

take a short flight to Baltra Island before taking a bus and ferry ride to

Puerto Ayora on Santa Cruz Island , the most popular tourist hub .

Another option is to fly into the capital of Puerto Baquerizo Moreno on

San Cristobal Island , but most cruises start in Santa Cruz .

NEED TO KNOW



OSPREY REEF

One of the best spots to dive in Australia is an isolated seamount more

than 300 kilometres off the coast called Osprey Reef . In contrast to the

neighbouring Great Barrier Reef , Osprey is truly wild and remote , sitting in

the Coral Sea Marine Park . Here , you ’ll be sharing the crystal clear water

with wobbegongs , silvertips , reef sharks and plenty more .

This part of the reef is famous for

its visibility – up to 60 metres – and

for its rather large residents . The

biggest tend to congregate in

force at North Horn , but there ’s

also Fairy Grotto , False Entrance

and Admiralty Anchor . 

The reef is made up of sharp drop-

offs where the reef walls stretch

down to 1000 metres . There ’s also

complex cave networks , grottoes ,

and overhangs covered in huge

soft corals . Close encounters with

schools of trevally , giant potato

cod , green turtles , moray eels ,

octopuses , and a variety of sharks

are all but guaranteed .

AUSTRALIA

Visitors will be quick to realise

that grey reef sharks and whitetip

sharks are incredibly abundant . At

North Horn , divers often see

majestic silvertip sharks and

during winter (June-August),

scalloped hammerhead sharks

aggregate off the coral reef walls .

You may even encounter Manta

rays if you pass over their cleaning

station at Round the Bend . One

thing to keep a close eye out for is

the ancient chambered nautilus ; a

500 million-year-old spiral shell

that floats to the surface to feed

and sinks again to rest on the

seafloor .



Due to its remote location , Osprey

Reef can be a little tricky to get to ,

but it ’s worth the hassle because it

means you ’ll be sharing the water

with very few people . You ’ll need to

fly into Cairns in North Queensland

and join a liveaboard trip . You ’ll want

to make it a minimum of four nights

to really make the most of your time

on the reef , but anywhere between 7-

10 days is ideal . 

One of the top companies to join on a

trip to Osprey is Spirit of Freedom .

The ship itself is one of the country ’s

most comfortable and well appointed

liveaboard dive vessels .

OSPREY REEF
AUSTRALIA

At 37 metres in length , with three

decks of living space and generous

cabins with private bathrooms , Spirit

of Freedom offers all the amenities of

a hotel , complimented by first class

meals and outstanding service . This

Cairns-based operator also carries an

Advanced Eco Tourism Accreditation

from Ecotourism Australia ; a program

which is endorsed by the Great

Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority to

recognise high-standard marine

tourism operators who follow best

practices that are ecologically

sustainable .

Find out more about

Spirit of Freedom
www .spiritoffreedom .com .au

Osprey reef forms part of the Coral Sea , off the coast of North

Queensland in Australia . The official currency is the Australian Dollar

and the official language is English .  

The only realistic way to dive on Osprey Reef is via a Cairns-based

liveaboard . Many of these Australian liveaboard trips are between 4 and

7 days , giving you enough time to sail , dive , and relax . Cairns is a

popular tourist town in the North East corner of Queensland , and is the

most common port for departing liveaboard diving cruises to the Coral

Sea . It has an airport close to town , which is a large international hub

and is served by many well known international carriers . You may need

to fly into Brisbane first and change to a connecting flight to Cairns .

NEED TO KNOW
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